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About This Game

*** As seen on TV on BBC One Sunday Politics ***

Help Maybot run, jump, slide, and shoot her way to a strong & stable dystopia in
this hilarious political infinite runner.

A Game for the Many

Play the villain, Maybot. Run through randomly generated levels collecting power-ups, taxes, and votes. Jump over crazy
enemies from angry farmers to missing nuclear bombs to foxes on horseback blowing bugles. Slide under tractors and ripsaws to
avoid death and collect more goodies. Build up your naughtiness to unleash your ultimate form and shoot down massive bosses.

Spend your votes in the shop on upgrades and new playable characters, each with their own perk. Rise to the challenge and
unlock achievements and make history on the Steam leader-board. You are the Maybot now RUN!

Features

 Run, jump, slide, and shoot for political survival. How long can you stay in power?
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 Battle huge bosses destroying ethics, morality, and hope with your victories.

 Power up your special weapon to unleash your ultimate form, 'The Dream Crusher'.

 Collect votes to unlock upgrades and new characters aiding your path to elitist domination.

 Sprint past famous London buildings and landmarks.

 Collect tax and claim expenses for elaborate things and high scores.

 Help Maybot bribe her way to unleash policies and see the world change.

 Collect in game power-ups such as shields, invincibility, and double tax.

 Complete tasks to earn Steam achievements.

 Compete with others for Steam leader-board domination.

Quotes from some Reviewers, Youtubers, & Maybot Run Players:

“On its surface it’s political commentary is blatant and hilariously so, but there’s a surprising amount of depth to its cuts.” – Astrid
Johnson, Indie Haven

“The gameplay is extremely original for an endless runner. The soundtrack is pretty righteous as well.” – Dayton Does Gaming

“A tongue in check game that you can get a good laugh at” – Rip Cassidy

“The funniest game I’ve played since Plug and Play” – Mooshi Gamer

“Maybot Run has an awesome soundtrack” – Tesla ゴジラ Gaming

The Story

In 2016 Maybot landed in the UK and quickly took power as an unelected dictator. Help her and her cronies run, jump, slide,
and shoot their way to a stronger, and more stable leadership. Wreak havoc on the poor, help the elite, and be as naughty as

possible in those wheat fields. With your help Maybot can defeat the coalition of chaos; morality and hope, bringing back the
wealth to the elite few and condemning the many to ordinary working poverty. There are girl's jobs and boy's jobs but this is

definitely a bot's job.

This game is based on true events that may or may not have happened by people who may or may not be real.

#MaybotRun
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This is honestly one of the best VR games available. So many competitive FPS games in VR try to beat each other out on being
realistic, but Reactor Heart just focused on raw fun. Developer is active in game, as well as in the game's official Discord
server. I recommend joining, as there's a bot that will tell you whenever someone starts a match in-game, so you're never
without a match!. I recommend you play SHOGUN 2: TOTAL WAR.. Do you like playing as Skaven? Do you like the idea of
placing AoE that debuff the enemy foolish enough to find themselves in said cloud? What about buffing your own faction? How
about debuffing foolish enemies that try to engage you in melee combat? If you've said yes to any of the above then the Poison
Wind Globadier is the troop for you.

Being able to deny areas of the map while applying damage and debuffs make these warriors worth every penny. Pesky enemy
spellcaster got you down just throw out a choking cloud and watch his spells dry up. As an added bonus throw on some warplock
pistols for added range. Don't like guns, well arm it with weapons and watch him apply poison to them.
As an added bonus this troop is immune to many of the stupid traps that seem to plague the streets of Mordheim.

All in all I rate this troop 6 wyrdstone clusters.. elwurd makes me think of fan made song videos, the song being some sort of
romance song.. Exactly what it says on the tin.

Mindless shooting of constant zombie hordes with a minimal story line.

Do not expect too much

Considering the price it is not bad for a cheap run and gun

3\/10 - Not bad in small dozes but nothing great. Id pass not missing much to be honest. It has a crisp, consistent sort of
platforming that I find quite pleasant, with areas that don't force you to replay sections you've already beaten (even to the extent
of making it so when you backtrack through what should be the same areas, they are different).

I can't tell if the writing is inane or a deep philosophical discussion on the nature of social interactions: I can imagine bored
teenagers being forced to read passages from it in high school a few decades from now.
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This game is entirely worth buying for the credits song alone.. I have played this game times in the past, even played it on
Windows 7, but since I have updated to Windows 8.1 the message advises not to run the game because of resolution issues and
there is no way, that I can find to correct this issue.. Really good game. Only wish that online multiplayer would be an option, so
i could play this great game with my friends!. I only got this to get QP Dangerous in 100% orange juice. I'm not a bullet hell
type gamer so I'm pretty biased. I'd give this a totally negative review except that Qp dangerous in 100% orange juice is really
nice.

If you don't have 100% orange juice or plans to get it, then I'd recomend Crimzon clover World ignition over this.
. Very fun game! Love it! <3. many nipples.
big d o n g
i think i might be gay now.... Unfinished game. May have wasted a good chunk of my day playing this game and not writing new
material for the open mic tonight. A life well wasted. Not even mad. 10\/10 would recommend.

So. I bought this game the moment it went on sale and finished it in 3 sittings. I am a fan retro RPG's and based off of the
description I could tell that this game would be something special.

The game plays with familiar themes and video game tropes in a way that it felt like I was having a conversation directly with
the developer about our collective video game history.

The writing is funny and feels honest and truthful while playing on ideas of morality and responsibility in a fantasy world
setting. There is much to explore with easter eggs everywhere.

The mechanics are interesting and the playstyle is customizable so that I had to do a fair amount of strategizing to defeat the
final boss which actually felt like a huge accomplishment.. $1.80 was worth it for Eddie.. It is the fun. I enjoy it most when
taking a break from competitive games.
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